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ABSTRACT
.

A co sortium of 15 Nebraska colleges of education was
establibhed to pro de collaborative means for examining significant
research for teacher education, to share' information about programs
and activities, and to-provide a support network as the institutions
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and the action plani generated by participants in the workshops are
discussed. The major foeps of the workshops was the utilization of
research on teaching and learning in teacher education programs.
Plans for the future of the Consortium are discussed. Issues related
to Consortium activities, such as organizational structure,
long-range tasks, and funding, are considered. (JD)
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In June, 1983, the fifteen higher education
a

institutions in Nebraska Ahat have teacher education

programs formed the Nebraska Consortium forthe'Improvement

of Teacher Education. The Consortium was established to

provide a collaborative means by which institutions could

examine research which has significance for teacher' io

education, share information about programs and activities

in the ,several teacher education programs, and provide a

support network as the institutions work on program

4
improvement. The purpose of this per is to provide

.t.

4

background about the Consortium'sjormation, activities, and.

futuKe.

3I
BACKGROUND A I .

During the past ten.yeairs, there has been a ma jot

increase in the amount and quality of.research.on. teaching, '4

learning, Ind effective

'Ohm and make judgments

sshools. Research on how teachers

in the cjasgroom about individual
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teachers orgarilze and manage their classrooms (Brophy,.

1982), arid how they use instructional time *(Denham a'bd

Lieberman, 1980) are exl,mples.of research areas which have

developed enough in the last decade to provide some guidance

6

to the classroom teacher. As a result, education now has a

foundation of knowledgp derived from research upon which to

make decisions rather than having to rely solely upon

practices acquired through' the*Tractical ekperiences of

individuals or teachers as'a grouP:

Although the research base itself has expanded, the

results of that ressearch:have been implemented only to a

limited degree, either in ,the classroom or in thd training
0

of teachers. One ofthe Accusations that has freqUeritiy

been made against teacher education is that it does n t ude

a theoretAtal, research-based body of knowledge

training programs, thus perpetuating the prac ice of r,

teaching a a craft rather than as a profession. For

example, B.O. SAith; in Design for a School of Pedagogy,

suflgests that although the research on general, concepts,

principles and skills of teaching and classroom management

has grown and_becomd mbre;dependable, there is reason to

believe a large. portion of the education faculty in most 4

a

institutions train teachers with little knowledge or

utilization of that research. Others support Smith9A, ,

position, and emphasize the need-to incorporate the research

Page 2
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base into the preservice education of teachers (e.g.,

Denemark, 1981; Berliner", 1984).

To accomplish such b change,.however, a mec/p4nism is,

needed by which institutions and individual faculty members

can both become more knowledgeWe about the research base

and examine and moaify'course content and teaching

behaviors, tf appropriate. One'approach to the improvemo/t

of teacher eduction programs has been to increase external

controk!, either through'mtndated competency testing

programs or increased specifictItion of program changes

through legislation. In most cases, such externally imposed ,

mandates for improveMeht hdve been developed with little

active involvement of the teacher training institutions

themselves,_ and in some cases, such as.New Jersey, the 0

proposed improvement strategies actually function outside

the teacher education programs.

An Alternative approach to statewide program it-
AP

approach
'4

improvement is initiation and implementation of improvempnt

efforts by the institutions themselves. Smell' an approach is

supported by what we have learnedabout change during the

past .two decades. The traditional change models, which )s

foll'owed a linear pattern of research, development,

dissemination, and implementation, for the most part were

not very effective in causing long-term changes in prActice.

The reason for this, Tikunoff and Ward (1983)%suggest, is

that such an approaCh is prbduct-oriented; A particular

k.
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innovation, programhdhange or research, problem is de4100/ '

by one group' to be passively implemented by anoth4r, which

is contrary to how moat people learn or ch ,pnge. Tikunoff and

Ward argue that a moro.appropriate strategy i9 a

Collaborative inquiry model, in which those who must make'

the instructionnl improvements are involved,in the research

and development proces. Teacher education programs face

similar clIllenges as, they attempt to make chafiges. The

newly develoOing knowledge base about teaching and effective

'schools has for the most pa'rt developed outside most teacher

education institutions, which are now expected to find ways

in which to'iricorporate that knowledge \b se into existing

programs. The Consortium was formed In part to provide a

Collaborative.setting in which to foster.that ch&nge at an

institutional, level.

Consortium Membership

The Neb asks COnsortium for the Improvement of Teacher

Education is made isp af all fifteen institutions that have

teacher eipcdtion pfograms in the state. They include the .

two campuses of the.state ,university system, University of

Nebraska-Lincoln and University of Nebraska at Omaha; four

or
state colleges, Chadron State College, Kearney State

College, Peru State College, and Wayne State College; and
A ,

nine private, colleges and universisties, College of St. Mary,

Concordin"Teachers College, Creightoh university,, Dana

College, Doane College, liasti:gs College, Midland College,'

Rage A
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'lebraska Wesleyan UniveAityr and Union College. Of the

fifteen institutions, all are .etat approved, and 13 have-

NCATE .accredttation. Tht enrollment of the institutions.

ran3es rom over 24,006 to around 500; they graduate betr;reen

2',5 and ,>60 certificated teachers pef(year. It is estimated

, that the fifteen institutions provide over 90 % of

`lebrn.nka's nev; teachers each year.

The Consortium's toftls

b

Mien the Consortium was proposed in June, 1983, an

initial set oft goals was outlined. They were:

4,4. To develop a network of. teacher education

institutions that will work in close cooperation

toward the improvement of teacher education in the

state;

/. To increase faculty members' conf11ence in and

knowledge of.the research base to the extent that

they will useAapprepriate portions of that base in

their own progiam's;

To change the nature of teacher education programs

in participatibg tpstitutions so that they will be

more amenable to use of the teaching/learning and

effective schools research base.

4. To develop faculty 'members' willingness to study

research publications alone and with other faculty
f Yy

1:*

pane ,5
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groups and to build the' results of their study into

their programs.

5. To 4develop.in .students the knowledge'ot, the
4

confidence in, and skills in workfn&with the

researcir base such that Mhey will draw upon that

base both' allringk,their teacher education programs

and in their teaching assignments.
1

4

6. To affect the schools at which the students do

their student teaching h that the faculty of
I

*
those schols will have a positive Attitude toward

the research 'base.

At the initial meeting to explore the consortium idea,

all fifteen institutions with teacher education programs

agreed to use those goals as the iieginning,statement of the

consortium's ittent, and to participate in the consortium in

an attempt to meet those goals.

. Consortium Organization

At this point, the orianizatio; of the Consortium is

quite informal. Once 'all the institutions agreed 'that they

r

f

p

. .

wanted to' participates,, an initial activit), consisting of a

twp-day workhop on selected research was planned. Each

institution agreed end a team of faculty to the

workshop, which was bel cted by the dean or head 'of the
A

education program. Those teams have remained fairly stable

since the consortium's beginning. In most cases, team

11
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nelnbers were selected becAuse of their key positions in the

trndergrduate teather education pi-ogrep!, the

rest in research and incorporation of

JO'
,

their programs,.and r ability. to pro
I

r inte

Anto'

adership for

,program change. In some cases, because of the size of the

teacher Acation program, the telim represented d

substantial portion of the total edution faculty. In

.

other 'cases, the tead.,was a'tross-sectibn of d much larger

faculty.
A . .

The, team structure is an important feature of the,

consortium, because teams provide a mechanism through which

action can. take place on campus's By studying research and

making plans as pert of a team, it was hoped that faculty

memprs would be better able to carry plans into action once

they returned to their ,campuses.

First Year Activities

The first major consortium activity was'a two-day

workshop on the util4ation of research on teaching end

learning in teach ducation.prograMs. The University of .

3pbraska-Lincoln agreed to organize and manage the workshop;

each of the fifteen. teams agreed topend their consortium

team to the workshop and develop.a plan of action based on

the workshop sessions.

Before attending the workshop, the team members were

asked to do some preparatory reading. Each institution was

provided a set of materials which included papers by several

Page
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leading researchers on teaching, learning, and 'effective

schools, publications on the effective utilization of time, f

and a bibliography of otherreferendes. About. two months

before the workshop was held, each institution also was

asked to provide backgound information about its teacher

educationprmgram, including such materials as a current

college bulletin, requirements for graduation in the teacher

education progil, and syllabi from several key teacher

education courses, A preliminary analysis of that

information was done prior to the'workshop.

The two-and-one-half day workshop was planned with

'several goals.in mind. Firat, team members who attended the

workshop should have an opportunity to read and 'discuss the

research and to have contact with a few of the researchers'

who have made important contribution's to some of the

influential research efforts. Second, teams Should have an

opportunity to consider the research in relationship to

their own teacher education programs and develop some

special plans for action. -Thirdi'ihe workshop should"

provide a setting which might lead to informal networks

among institutions, which could be helpful a institutions

implemented their plans.. To accomplish those goals,'the

workshop provided time for presentations on research,

discussion among institutionsAnd institutional planning.

The first day emphasized review of research, discussion of

Page 8
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implications, and dialogue among participants; the second

day emphasizdd tam discussion and planning. -

Three types of presentations were included in the

works- op. &ix concurrent sessions focused on specific

fesearch topics that have been major areas of research

emphasis in recent years. Those sessions were conducted by

University of Nebraska-Lincoln faculty. members. The two

sessions that focused on. implementation methodology 'were .

conducted by people,who aredpirectly involved in

ivimplementation` actities with teacheis"--.Lovely Billups,

1
from the American Federation of Teichers, and Robert Ewy and

Linda Sikorski. from the Midcontinent Regional Educational

Laboratory. Three sessions served an integrative and

synthesizing role and provided a structure tq the workshop

by drawimprinciples from the more specific sessionsetind

raisingisome philosopical and policy-making question; for

team members to consider as they made decisions about about

plans they yished to propose to their own institutions.

Those speakers included.Robert Egbert, Gary Fenstermacher

from Virginia Polytechnic Institute, and Jane Stallings from

Vanderbilt UniVersity. (These presentations were publishVd

by the ERIC Clearinghouse on TeaCher Educatiop:as the first

of their monograph series on tettcher educhtico under the

title, Riesearch to Improve Teacher Education: 'Theil.

Nebraska Consortium.')

Page 9
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Discussion sessions were interspersed among the

workshop presentations to allow workshop participants

opportunity to ask questions and talk about the implications

of the researchifindimgs for teacher Wducaeien programs in
4

general and in their own, institutions. Beginning on the

second day, each institution 'began to dekvelop an

institutional plan, descrcbfhg the steps the tehm proposedi

to take after the workshop.

Second Yrar Activities

During the remajnder of the 1983-84 cademic ydar, the

institutions worked toltardithe implement ion of their

plans. In June, 1984, a planning grbup met in*conjunction

!t
4

with the spring meeting of the Nebraska Association of
4kc

College bf Teacher Education to an activities for the Nk,

1984-85 year: They agreed to hold a, second meeting ,in he

fall; avAthatAession, the teams would report progress

toward achievement of their plans, attend further research

review sessions, and set directions for future activities of

the consortium.

a

The second workshop was held on September.30-October 1.

Foudkeen of the fifteen institutions sent teams.; the .

fift4nth institution was not able to send a team due to

instructional scheduling constraints, but plans to continue

in the consortium. During the first session, a panel

reported on the progress of the fifteen Institutions as they

Page 10
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Artlpoyted,..themja:Mimmaries in late:. ugust and7oarly-
.......

.

.eptember. Two 'sets of setaioha-to used on research.r.i.n..S, ..

, .

,large groupension David Imig,...Rxe utive Direcitoi of 'ItACTIF,,.
.. -= ... ...: ,-..:'. .

reported on the implications of the, r4-search baSe for
. , - .

teacher education', and in concurrent . easions, four facility

. .

:rnefl'ibers from consortium institutions tresente de,i.ew0:.of::

., .

resenrth jn.selbcted areas. Twb other': sessions focused on
.

,
, .

thechane-proess; workshop paaicipants partidipatiiit fn,.'.

several activities de.signed to help establish some goals,a
* : ''.::'' 1,

directions tor the ',consortium.
. .. .. . %. . ...

PrOikresaOn'Action Plans. As reported by he panel,

pregreSs toward the ,impleOentation of the tktion. plans
.

develeped-A6ring the first year .ranged from minimal to
;4, ,

fairly extensive. The. approaches .that:the.institutions-took
,

wpre.quitevaried, as the following brief exampleS will

demonstrate. Kearney State College conducted a symposium

-for faCulty-sOdents,:and school personnel in which.4thoy.

11

reported on the reSearch.efforts of their own faculty. ,The

symposium was well'reeeived, andlAhel4plan to cenduct a

similar effor$ in the,\4pring.,'The University of._

'Xebraska-Lincoln hold two,wOrkshopa,for its faculty in the

undergraduate,teacher-education program; they focused

specitic6111:on research related to 0.assropw,rOnagemett and

0" 'Y
lecision-making; and.t,re now iti,t6e4 process of deciding how

to integrate that research 'i.nto their :undergraduate program.

The University of Nebraska at Omaha has revised several

. Page 11
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R
couftes based on ctirfbnt educational research, and has added

a new raduattl course, 4Effectit-Teaching Practices," which

is based on current research findings.. Doane follege hop

made some tentative decisions about what they want students

to learn about research in their unidergradurite.program, and
4

has made some' decisions about how they will integrate the
,

iriformatcon-into their initial PriactiCum course. Hatings
.

.

A
College conducted faculty lnservice, is'beginning a

newsletter for area,educators and recent graduates which

will include information about recertt research, and is
)0 .,

planning a graduate level course. for summer, -1985 for the
1

dissemination of research- data and training of cooerating

teachers. ,-Concordia Teacher College held a series of

4;

,14

faculty Anserviee tessiOns ed on the fill, 1983 workshop,

And has syStematically workt incorpor'te the research op

effective titillation of time into their curriculum. Other

. institutions reported similar activites.that'focused on

faculty development and curriculum revision.
4

Host of the institutions noted either in their written

reports or in their comments that it is very difficult to

. separate those, activities which were a direct result'of the

consortium plaAs and those which are part of afbrooder

institutional improvement process. However, in at least

soAe of the cases, improvement 'activities can be directly

traced to the-action plans developed one year ago andto the

research sessions presented.at the first workshop.

V

.

, , . ; ,
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Research Sessions. Four. faculty members from

consortium member institutions-conduqd sessions in which

they reviewed the research on specific topics., Member

institutions had been surveyed earlier in the summer about

topics they wanted CO have reviewed; the topics which were

chosem'als'o supplemented the.reviewspresented at the first,

year's workshop.-, Team members selecte9' sessAlens in which

they.tere most interested. .

David Imig's session addressed some of the cribical

issues facing teacher eduction today, and the contrasting

images which are held of teacher educa'tion by the public and

by the professions., He described several ofthe common

beliefs the,Oublic holds about teacher educationvin regard

to its entrance requirements, its course content end rigor,

and the characteristich of its laculty, and then cited data

which would lead one to a quite different conclusion about

the profession. Se oral of the themes that Dr. Imig

presented were incorporated into the consortium's final

sesAfons as tkey planned for the future.
NA

lann$np, for the Future. When the planning team

organized the second workshop, they quickly realized that it

WEIS going to be vital for the larger group to tackle

questions about'the consortium's future structure, purpose

and goals.. While the consortium appeared to be successful .

in its Attempt to provide inservice on current research,

, less attention had been paid to one of the more powerful

;
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'elehients 'of the original design,'that of collaborative

efforts among institutions. It was decided that part of the

second year's-agenda would be used to discuss the research

literature on change, to'relate the chafige literature to the

consortium approach', anaio make some decisions about future

er3ani7.ation.- Daniel "heeler, a University, of

ebrnska-L.Incioln faculty member with,exiensivW faculty

development and networking experience, was asked to run two

wofk.4hop session on networking and institutional

collaboration, and several deans were asked to participate

in'a final panel discussion in which they were to disctiss

ways in which the institutions might collaborate op

90research, devel me( nt,.and disseininaion efforts.

The purposes of the networking sessions were: (1) to

identify the individual, and common needs of consortium

members; (2) to identify' the contributions 9f each to the

consortium; (3) to identify any barriers that might prevent

the consortium from operating; and (4) to identify a

structure to meet the identified goals and needs. During

} ,

the twd sessions, small multi-institution groups discussed

these topics as identified a list of'common needs w ich

might serve as a basis for. future consortium action. They

are:

1. Provide a central "clearinghouse" to disseminate

information to consortium members about significant

research, to assess educational needs of the state,,

Page 14
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and to piovitle informatloW about other national:
el.

efforts to translate reearch into practice in teacher

education.

#

2. Provide a means for teacher education programs to

"speak with one voice on issues of importance to
. .

....-.0k 2/
.

teacher education in Nebraska. ,

3. PYovide a support grlup for institutions as they work

toward ,program improvement.
.

4, Expand the resource base of Adivipual institutions by-

% conducting jointestaff develophe t activities, joint

planning of data collection activities, and calling

upon individuals from other institutions with special

expctrtise.

5. Identify the components and qualities of "good, solid

teacher education programs".

The group.proposed that these five needs serve as the basis'

for future planning, and that a sixth need, to ide*tify in a

more formal way the decidion-making structure of the

consortium, also be 00dressed. Ameeting which includes a

.representative from each of the fifteen institutions will' be
A

held in late November to work on tbo4e issues.

Issues Related to Consortium Activities '

Now that the Consortium has been in operation for about
Ao

One and one half years, it is at the point that several

decisions must be made before it will be clear what the role

of a consortium .mig'ht be in improving the state's teacher

11

4
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education programs Among Ihose decisions are: (1)

organizational strucure of the consortium; (2) funding; (3) i
,

, f u .

Jong range tasks. f.

(a

Organizational structure. 1 r, a few people have

coordinated the consortium's activ ties, calling togstlier
N. . ,

plWnning groups to help 'with'specitic activities., At this

...

point:4n more formal or anizntion is needed which'w111

1.

assure continued involve e'nt of all interesed institutions.

it second issue relatpd.to organizational structure has to do

with the level of participation of the fifteen institutions..

Yhose institutions range in size, resources,and ability to

participate. One of the questions that., people posed during

the workshop was whether a differentiated membership might

need to be established that would assure that institutions

could participate in the consortium to varying degrees.

Funding. Almost all of the consortium's activities to

date have been funded by the-institutions themselves. Each

institution has sent teams to the workshops at local

expense, and all faculty tine has been contributed. The

lack of external funds up to this point has been seen as en

advants3e, because the consortium has been able to evolve

without the constraints of funding guidelines or Cproposal

to limit its directiqn., To move ahead on substantive

issues, ho%4ever, there will be the need for some financial

resources. At 'least two of the ,institutions have expressed

willingness to provide some faculty release time and

Page 16
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operating expenses to specific consortium activities, and. it

was suggested thee u differentJated dues structure might be

considered. An specifics research topicsAre
411

external, funds may qlso he sought. However, there continu0

to Ire concern among consortium participants that external

funds be used only if the consortium's.autonomy is

preserved.

Law/ :Iwo Tasks. The most i0ortant set of decisions

to be made,.snd which-will:be addressed at the November:

rTeting, focus on the long range tasks the consortium.Wth

undertake. There continues to he interest in providing

staff dev'elopment.attivities through the consortium, but as

one workshop Tiarticipant noted, such activities can and

often do occur on individual campuses without a consortium.

The real potential for a consortium lies 'inidentifying

tasks that individual institutions cannot do very well

alone, and it is in this area that th6 consortium has made

the least progress to date, althoUgh there appears to be

commitment to fhe idea. It was suggested that the

consortium might expand upon the idea of a central

clearinghouse for research and think of itself as a state

level research, development and dissemination center,

through which dota itIht be gathered on Auestions of

particular interest,to. Nebraska. Such a center should not

duplicate the national T & D Centers, but should. focus. on

state issues.

Page 17
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Conclusion:

.
Teacher education Orograms are, influenced to a large

I #
4 11

4

exteut^by the state of %Mich they are a part. The state,

I
,

. through its certificatioh and ,accreditation processes, its
, *

lelislation.al it.4epoula;ory powers; plays a significant

,..-.

role in the nature of the requirements preservite teacher

must meet ana the courses'.or programs they. must take.' In

some state q, this regulatory function is quit explicit ,and

detailed; in others, the institution' have bore leeway

within the state's guidelines. jut in all %cases, the

teacher education programa in both public and private

institutions are influenced to some degree by the policies,

philosophy and the character of the state in which they

rest4e.

Teacher education programs are alsoinfluenced by the

linstitutionS of which they are a part. An institution's

teacher education proprom reflects the philosophy and value's

of the lar.ger institution, the characteristics of its

faclltiy and students, and the clientele which the program

serves. Thus, within one state, institutions which operate

within the sane state .guidelines will approach teacher

education from quite different perspectives.

At the same time that teacher education programs are

subject to the xequirements and influences of ehe state and

the acnderi.tc institutions of which they are a part, they

,can, in turn, exert considerable influence upon those

t.
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broenizational structures. One of the ways that they. can

influence those6tructures is by .exRlainin,g and inter ,C

the knowledge, base In education. As the prthary source of

knowledge about educational research,, members of the teacher

education community.have a-restio*nsibility to bring the

perspective of the research baserto bear uponthe current

L

debate about improvement in education, both to assist In-

inlproving
!
the ,complexsteachingaearning process and to

inform policyma',-.ers As thtay consider alternative iprovement

policies.

The ...4ebras :a Consortium for the Infproveent of Teacher

"clucation was established with these factors in mind. The

COnsortium mer.ibers recogni4zo that any attempts to improve

the state's teacher eductiO, programs must take into

consideration both the stale's and the institution's goals

and chqracteristics, and knowledge about teacher education

and effective schooling. It seeks to retain institutional

autoncrly and uniqueness, but to' provide a collaborative

means of support and improvement.
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